Room for personality

BOLD & FRESH
With positivity, courage and an appetite for life, EBB & FLOW introduces a new
range of fabric lampshades for Spring 2022. A collection both bold and fresh for
creating inspiring spaces to thrive in. Colours and patterns with real zest and
freshness make up the new collection of fabric lampshades. A variety of fabrics
that elevate and inspire, curated by EBB & FLOW designer, Susanne Nielsen.
The collection celebrates exclusive names from the world of fabrics such as
Christian Lacroix, Designers Guild, and Scion. Synergising extravagance,
playfulness, and luxury, the selection adds three unique qualities, making them
the perfect partners for the EBB & FLOW lamp collection.
We make room for personality, and this season, we present exquisite silks in
striking check patterns, extravagant feathers as well as cheerful and retro fabric
lampshades. All to match our handmade lamp bases or to hang as pendant lamps.
Almost like a ballgown, the check patterns in luxurious silk are wonderfully tactile
and irresistible. The straight lines lend themselves perfectly for a lampshade and
will liven up the space. Choose between striking Fushia, Cobalt, Azure, and deep
Ochre.
The exuberant feather fabrics from Christian Lacroix add a unique and baroque
style to the collection. A truly bold and artistic pattern with incredible details and
nuances.
The retro feel of the Poppy Pop design combined with Ferns and adventurous
Jackfruit and Beanstalk are a playful addition to the range. Young and honest
somehow, and the cotton and linen choice of fabric quality reflects this perfectly.
Bold and fresh. With an appetite for luxury and playfulness.

Uva multi pendants in Golden smoke & mini crystal check (L) + Ivy green (M)
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About EBB & FLOW
We are a brand of personality. A brand of liberation and meaningful
interior design. EBB & FLOW is not driven by fashion or trends.
We design decorative lighting that adds character and personality to
any space. Design that lasts for years. We specialise in decorative and
innovative lighting and have recently expanded our collection with
exclusive crystal bowls. A modern collectable.
All products are designed by our Founder and Designer, Susanne Nielsen.
Inspired by perfume bottles, jewellery, and British antique markets, all
products are designed focusing on organic shapes, proper raw materials,
and an eye for detail.
The collection holds everything from simplistic and elegant designs to
sculptural statements. Choose between table/floor lamps, wall lamps,
pendants, surface lamps, and fabric lampshades produced by hand in
glass, crystal, brass, and luxurious fabrics.
Handmade production is at the heart of EBB & FLOW. All products are
produced by hand in Europe using traditional craft methods. We celebrate
uniqueness, impressive craftsmanship, and the individual story of each
product.
With a wide collection of lighting in different colours, shapes, and sizes,
we encourage you to let your personality shine.
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Handmade
Designed in Denmark and produced in Europe, all EBB & FLOW products are
handmade. Glass, crystal, brass, and textile are designed, shaped, coloured,
and cut by hand to be assembled into the finished EBB & FLOW product.
Impressive craftsmanship ensuring high quality and exclusive products.
We celebrate the uniqueness and the personality of handmade production.
Flawless is for diamonds, to the rest of us an illusion
Just like a flower or a loved one is beautiful because of their so-called flaws,
not despite them, we too celebrate the uniqueness in the glass and crystal
products we design and produce. We strive to make it the best version of
itself, give it beautiful curves and lines, using the best craftspeople in Europe.
Instead of lamenting the fact that our lamps and vessels will never be flawless,
we celebrate them for their personality and lack of uniformness.
The art of glass blowing
It takes four to five craftsmen or women to blow and shape an EBB & FLOW
lampshade. Before reaching the production stage, there is a long process of
drawings, mould-making, and sampling, until finally the finished product is
approved and ready for production. EBB & FLOW glass is blown as clear glass,
and the next stages of production involve polishing and hole-drilling. Eventually,
the shade is hand-coloured, and the colour is burnt onto the glass.
A centuries long history of crystal
All EBB & FLOW crystal pieces are produced in Czech Republic. A place
where crystal has a centuries long history carried by craftspeople. Initially,
lead was used to add clarity and finesse to crystal, making it soft and easier
to cut. For many years, this is how crystal was made. Today, crystal is produced
without lead, yet with the same properties as before, the weight and clarity
unchanged. Every crystal product is cut by hand, elevating the uniqueness
and impressive craftsmanship from start to finish.
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Room for personality
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Futura lamp base in Forest green (XL) + Ferns Juniper fabric lampshade (F)
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Uva
Inspired by the shape of a grape and vintage perfume bottles, the
award-winning Uva pendant is the perfect lamp for creating a modern
chandelier. All technical features are hidden in the shiny silver or gold
brass ball, a design detail creating a simple and elegant pendant lamp.
Available in multiple different glass colours and crystal cuts.
Mix & match sizes and create a cluster of up to 5 or 10 Uva
pendants to hang from a ceiling box.

For clusters, use only article numbers ending with ”M”

Award
Although small in size, Uva makes a big statement.
The Uva pendant has received a Special Mention
from German Design Award 2022.
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Uva multi pendants in crystal swirl (L) & Golden smoke (M)
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Uva lamp

Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2021
Model				Uva
Model				Uva
Product				Pendant
Product				
Pendant lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass or crystal shade, brass balls in shiny gold or silver finish,
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
				
G4 lamp fitting, metal ceiling rose, transformer with SELV circuit, 12V DC, 5x1,5W
SYMBOLS
Wire				Transparent
Wire				
Transparent cord 2x0,50mm2. Cord length 200cm
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 (IP zone 3) 220V-240V - 50Hz, Max 8,75W (transformer with SELV circuit)
Bulb				
Bulb
				
G4 LED max 1,5W LED
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES

Type				
Pendant, single
Pendant, multi
Pendant, single
Pendant, multi
Size				Medium		Medium		Large		Large
Metal ceiling rose (cm)		

Ø8,8 x H=4

N/A		

Ø8,8 x H=4

LED

I
Incandescent

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

N/A

CFL
Energy saving bulp

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the c
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of ligh
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING AND CARE

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occu
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a

Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			

Ø7		Ø7		Ø10		Ø10
H=10		
H=10		
H=13		
H=13		
19
G4 LED		
G4 LED		
G4 LED		
G4 LED

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

0,7		
1,3		
20x25x25		

Article number:
Metal colour

Colour / crystal pattern

0,7		
1,3		
20x25x25		

Pendant, single

0,8		
1,4		
20x25x25		

Pendant, multi

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

0,8
1,4			
20x25x25

Pendant, single

Pendant, multi

					Medium		Medium		Large		Large		
Gold		Clear			LA101949		LA101949M
		Chameleon		LA101954		LA101954M
		Golden smoke		LA101951		LA101951M
		Forest green		LA101957		LA101957M
		Ivy green			LA101958		LA101958M
		Obsidian			LA101952		LA101952M
		Ruby			LA101956		LA101956M
		Topaz blue		LA101960		LA101960M
		Smokey grey		LA101962		LA101962M
		Crystal mini check		LA101964		LA101964M
		Crystal small check		LA101966		LA101966M
		Crystal swirl		LA101968		LA101968M

LA101979		LA101979M
LA101984		LA101984M
LA101981		LA101981M
LA101987		LA101987M
LA101988		LA101988M
LA101982		LA101982M
LA101986		LA101986M
LA101990		LA101990M
LA101992		LA101992M
LA101994		LA101994M
LA101996		LA101996M
LA101998		LA101998M

Silver		Clear			LA101950		LA101950M
		Chameleon		LA101955		LA101955M
		Ivy green			LA101959		LA101959M
		Obsidian			LA101953		LA101953M
		Topaz blue		LA101961		LA101961M
		Smokey grey		LA101963		LA101963M
		Crystal mini check		LA101965		LA101965M
		Crystal small check		LA101967		LA101967M
		Crystal swirl		LA101969		LA101969M

LA101980		LA101980M
LA101985		LA101985M
LA101989		LA101989M
LA101983		LA101983M
LA101991		LA101991M
LA101993		LA101993M
LA101995		LA101995M
LA101997		LA101997M
LA101999		LA101999M

Product				Round metal ceiling box unit
Product				Round
Type				
Type
				
Box unit for fitting multiple Uva pendants
Materials				Metal
Materials				
Metal ceiling rose, 1 transformer with SELV circuit, 12V DC, 5x1,5W
Wire				Lamp
Wire				
Lamp and wire units for assembly, not included
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 (IP zone 3) 220V-240V - 50Hz CE
				
Box, up to 5 pendants		
Box, up to 10 pendants
Ø-diameter (cm)			
(cm)			
Ø15,7cm				Ø20cm 		
Gold				
Gold
				MUG45SGO			MUG410SGO			
MUG45SGO			MUG410SGO			
Silver				MUG45SSI			MUG410SSI
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Uva multi pendants in crystal mini check & Obsidian (L) +
Forest green & clear (M)

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

1,0				1,2			
1,6				1,8
30x23x23				30x23x23
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S

mykke

The shape of
an elegant
earring

Smykke pendant (L) in Golden smoke w. swirl ball
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Smykke lamp - Medium
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2018

Model				Smykke lamp - Medium (Ø12,5cm)
Model				Smykke
Product				Smykke
Product				
Smykke pendant and wall lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass or crystal shade, metal piping, brass balls in gold or silver finish,
			
black bakelite fitting and gold or silver finish metal wall cup, metal ceiling rose
Wire, pendant			
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
Wire, wall lamp			
Round plastic cord 3x0,75mm2. (internal wire only)
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 max 25W - LED - CFL - I
Product				Smykke lamp base
Product				Smykke
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass or crystal shade, metal base and piping, brass balls in gold or silver finish,
				
white bakelite fitting
Wire, lamp base			
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
SYMBOLS

Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz

CE

Class 1

IP 20

Type				Pendant		Wall		Table lamp base
Size				Medium		
Size				
Medium		
Medium		
Medium 		
Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose / wall cup (cm)
Ø7,9 x H=7,8
Ø8,8 x H=4

		
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			
Weight glass net (kg)		
Weight glass, incl packaging (kg)
Weight crystal net (kg)		
Weight crystal, incl packaging (kg)
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

Ø12,5		
Ø12,5		
Ø12,5
H=40		
H=40		
H=47
		20				
E14 max 25W
E14 max 25W
E27 max 25W
1,0		 1,0		 1,3
2,0		 2,0		 2,3
1,7		 1,7		 2,0
2,7		 2,7		 3,0
50x23x23		
50x29x29		
50x23x23		

LIGHT SOURCES
Article number:
Pendant - Medium
Fittings + wire
Glass / crystal drop
Glass / crystal ball								
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
					Golden smoke		Obsidian		Chameleon
Ruby						Forest green
Ivy green		Topaz blue
Crystal check
Swirl
__
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101155		LA101185
Gold, round
Chameleon 		
			
LA101145		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101141		LA101175
		Golden smoke		LA101131			
CLEANING AND
CARE
__			
__		
__		
__						LA101149		
__		
__		LA101159		LA101188
		Forest green		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101164		LA101191
		Ivy green			
LA101160		
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
__			LA101132		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101142		LA101176
		Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		LA101147						
__		
__		
__		LA101157		LA101187
		Ruby			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101166		LA101168		LA101193
		Topaz blue		
__
		Crystal check		LA101137			LA101138		LA101150		LA101152						LA101154		LA101162		LA101167		LA101135
__		
		Swirl			LA101171			LA101172		LA101179		LA101181						LA101184		LA101189		LA101182		
LA101169
LED

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

					Smokey grey		Obsidian														Topaz blue
					Smokey
Crystal check
Swirl
__			LA101133		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
Silver, round
Obsidian			
LA101143		
LA101177		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101148		LA101158		LA101194
		Topaz blue		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101144		LA101178
		Smokey grey		LA101134			
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101153		LA101136
__
		Crystal check		LA101140			LA101139		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
		Swirl			LA101174			LA101173		
LA101183		
LA101170
Wall - Medium
Fittings + wire
Glass / crystal drop
Glass / crystal ball								
					Golden smoke		Obsidian		Chameleon
Ruby						Forest green
__			
__		
__						
__		
Gold, round
Chameleon 		
LA101145W
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Golden smoke		LA101131W		
__			
__		
__		
__						LA101149W
		Forest green		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Ivy green			
__			LA101132W
__		
__						
__		
		Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		LA101147W					
__		
		Ruby			
63
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Topaz blue		
		Crystal check		LA101137W		LA101138W
LA101150W
LA101152W					LA101154W
		Swirl			LA101171W		LA101172W
LA101179W
LA101181W					LA101184W
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Ivy green		Topaz blue
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
LA101160W
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
LA101166W
LA101162W
LA101167W
LA101189W
LA101182W

Crystal check
LA101155W
LA101141W
LA101159W
LA101164W
LA101142W
LA101157W
LA101168W
LA101135W
__		

Swirl
LA101185W
LA101175W
LA101188W
LA101191W
LA101176W
LA101187W
LA101193W
__

					Smokey grey		Obsidian														Topaz blue
					Smokey
__			LA101133W
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
Silver, round
Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Topaz blue		
LA101148W
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
		Smokey grey		LA101134W		
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Crystal check		LA101140W		LA101139W
LA101153W
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Swirl			LA101174W		LA101173W
LA101183W

Crystal check
LA101143W
LA101158W
LA101144W
LA101136W
__		

Swirl
LA101177W
LA101194W
LA101178W
__

Table lamp base - Medium
Fittings + wire
Glass / crystal drop
Glass / crystal ball								
					Golden smoke		Obsidian		Chameleon
Ruby						Forest green
__			
__		
__						
__		
Gold, round
Chameleon 		
BA101145
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Golden smoke		BA101131		
__			
__		
__		
__						BA101149
		Forest green		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Ivy green			
__			BA101132
__		
__						
__		
		Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		BA101147					
__		
		Ruby			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Topaz blue		
		Crystal check		BA101137		BA101138
BA101150
BA101152					BA101154
		Swirl			BA101171		BA101172
BA101179
BA101181					BA101184

Ivy green		Topaz blue
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
BA101160
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		BA101166
BA101162
BA101167
BA101189
BA101182

Crystal check
BA101155
BA101141
BA101159
BA101164
BA101142
BA101157
BA101168
BA101135
__		

Swirl
BA101185
BA101175
BA101188
BA101191
BA101176
BA101187
BA101193
__

					Smokey grey		Obsidian														Topaz blue
					Smokey
__			BA101133
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
Silver, round
Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		BA101148
		Topaz blue		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
		Smokey grey		BA101134		
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Crystal check		BA101140		BA101139
BA101153
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Swirl			BA101174		BA101173
BA101183

Crystal check
BA101143
BA101158
BA101144
BA101136
__		

Swirl
BA101177
BA101194
BA101178
__

LA101169W

LA101170W

BA101169

BA101170
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Smykke lamp - Large
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2021

Model				Smykke lamp - Large (Ø18cm)
Model				Smykke
Product				Smykke
Product				
Smykke pendant lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass or crystal shade, metal piping, brass balls in gold or silver finish,
			
black bakelite fitting and metal ceiling rose
Wire, pendant			
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm

Type				Pendant		Floor lamp base
Size				Large		
Size				
Large		
Large 		
Lamp dimensions
Metal ceiling rose (cm)		
Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Product				Smykke lamp base
Product				Smykke
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass or crystal shade, metal base and piping, brass balls in gold or silver finish,
				
white bakelite fitting
Wire, lamp base			
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch

		
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			
Weight glass net (kg)		
Weight glass, incl packaging (kg)
Weight crystal net (kg)		
Weight crystal, incl packaging (kg)
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS

Bulb				
Bulb				
E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz

SYMBOLS
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Ø18		
Ø18
H=58		
H=67
		20				
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W
1,8		 2,6
2,4		 3,2
3,4		 4,5
4,0		 5,2
80x35x35		
80x35x35

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING AND CARE
The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Article number:
Pendant - Large
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Fittings + wire
Glass / crystal drop
Glass / crystal ball								
					Golden smoke		Obsidian		Chameleon
Ruby						Forest green
Ivy green		Topaz blue
Crystal check
Swirl
__			
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101895		LA101925
Gold, round
Chameleon 		
LA101885		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101881		LA101915
		Golden smoke		LA101871			
__			
__		
__		
__						LA101889		
__		
__		LA101899		LA101928
		Forest green		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101904		LA101931
		Ivy green			
LA101900		
__			LA101872		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101882		LA101916
		Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		LA101887						
__		
__		
__		LA101897		LA101927
		Ruby			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101906		LA101908		LA101933
		Topaz blue		
__		
		Crystal check		LA101877			LA101878		LA101890		LA101892						LA101894		LA101902		LA101907		LA101875
__		
		Swirl			LA101911			LA101912		LA101919		LA101921						LA101924		LA101929		LA101922		
LA101909
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

					Smokey grey		Obsidian														Topaz blue
					Smokey
Crystal check
Swirl
__			LA101873		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
Silver, round
Obsidian			
LA101883		
LA101917		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101888		LA101898		LA101934
		Topaz blue		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		LA101884		LA101918
		Smokey grey		LA101874			
__		
__						
__		
__		LA101893		LA101876
__
		Crystal check		LA101880			LA101879		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
		Swirl			LA101914			LA101913		
LA101923		
LA101910
Floor lamp base - Large
Fittings + wire
Glass / crystal drop
Glass / crystal ball								
					Golden smoke		Obsidian		Chameleon
Ruby						Forest
green
63
__			
__		
__						
__		
Gold, round
Chameleon 		
BA101885
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Golden smoke		BA101871		
__			
__		
__		
__						BA101889
		Forest green		
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Ivy green			
__			BA101872
__		
__						
__		
		Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		BA101887					
__		
		Ruby			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
		Topaz blue		
		Crystal check		BA101877		BA101878
BA101890
BA101892					BA101894
		Swirl			BA101911		BA101912
BA101919
BA101921					BA101924
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Ivy green		Topaz blue
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		
BA101900
__		
__		
__		
__		
__		BA101906
BA101902
BA101907
BA101929
BA101922

Crystal check
BA101895
BA101881
BA101899
BA101904
BA101882
BA101897
BA101908
BA101875
__		

Swirl
BA101925
BA101915
BA101928
BA101931
BA101916
BA101927
BA101933
__

					Smokey grey		Obsidian														Topaz blue
					Smokey
__			BA101873
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
Silver, round
Obsidian			
__			
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		BA101888
		Topaz blue		
__		
__		
__						
__		
__		
__		
		Smokey grey		BA101874		
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Crystal check		BA101880		BA101879
BA101893
__		
__						
__		
__		
		Swirl			BA101914		BA101913
BA101923

Crystal check
BA101883
BA101898
BA101884
BA101876
__		

Swirl
BA101917
BA101934
BA101918
__

BA101909

BA101910
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Rowan crystal pendants in small & large check (S) + large check (M)
20

Rowan crystal bowls in small & medium check (M) + medium check (S) + swirl (L)
21

Rowan crystal bowl
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2021

Model				Rowan crystal bowl
Model				Rowan
Product				Bowl
Product				
Bowl
Materials				Mouth-blown,
Materials				
Mouth-blown, hand-cut crystal
Size				Small		Medium		Large
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height (cm)			

Ø15,5		Ø22		Ø28
H=12,5		
H=17,5		
H=22

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

1,0		
1,7		
14x23x23		

2,6		
3,2		
19x29x29		

3,1
4,0
23,5x35x35

Article number:
Crystal pattern			Small		Medium		Large
Swirl				BO101502
BO101504
BO101506
Small check			BO101520
BO101522
BO101524
Medium check			BO101526
BO101528
BO101530
Large check			BO101532
BO101534
BO101536

Rowan crystal lamp
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2018

Model				Rowan crystal lamp
Model				Rowan
Product				Rowan
Product				
Rowan pendant and wall lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown crystal shade, metal fitting and ceiling rose
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Wire, pendant			
Woven textile cord 3x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
SYMBOLS
Wire, wall lamp			
Round plastic cord 3x0,75mm2. (internal wire only)
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES

Type				Wall		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant
Size				Small		Small		Medium		Large
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS

Rowan crystal bowl & lamp
Meet Rowan Bowl. A crystal bowl with decorative facet cuts, made by hand.
The decoration possibilities are endless. Use it as a vase for a big bouquet of wild
flowers or fill the bowl with water and leave flower heads to float on the surface.
The perfect decoration for social occasions. Imagine it in your kitchen displaying
your favourite colourful fruits. The most exclusive fruit bowl you have ever seen.
Really, the bowl is highly decorative on its own, as the solid crystal speaks for itself.
The Rowan Bowl takes its inspiration from the Rowan pendant lamp design.
A classic shape with futuristic facet cut designs that simply had to be translated into
a timeless bowl. It is an exclusive design that dresses up your home instantly.
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Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose / wall cup (cm)

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Ø8,8 x H=4

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING
CARE
Ø7,9 AND
x H=7,8

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			

Ø15,5		Ø15,5		Ø22		Ø28
H=28		
H=15		
H=22		
H=28
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E14 max 25W
E14 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

1,0		
1,7		
35x25x25		

1,0		
1,7		
20x25x25		

2,6		
3,2		
26x32x32		

3,8
5,0
30x36x36

Article numbers:
Wire		Crystal pattern		Wall		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant
					Small		Small		Medium		Large
Gold, round
Swirl			LA101502W
LA101502		LA101504		LA101506
		Small check		LA101520W
LA101520		LA101522		LA101524
		Medium check		LA101526W
LA101526		LA101528		LA101530
		Large check		LA101532W
LA101532		LA101534		LA101536
Silver, round
Swirl			LA101503W
		Small check		LA101521W
		Medium check		LA101527W
		Large check		LA101533W

LA101503		LA101505		LA101507
LA101521		LA101523		LA101525
LA101527		LA101529		LA101531
LA101533		LA101535		LA101537

63
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Rowan
Classic & timeless

”To me, Rowan is like an old friend.
You don’t need to explain so much,
you just pick up where you left last
time you met.
Being the first EBB & FLOW design,
Rowan takes pride of place above
my own dining table”
Susanne Nielsen,
Designer

Extensive choice of
colours and sizes

24

Rowan pendants in Chestnut brown (XL)
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Rowan lamp
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2012

Model				Rowan lamp
Model				Rowan
Product				Rowan
Product				
Rowan pendant and wall lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass shade, metal fitting
and ceiling rose
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Wire, pendant			
Woven textile cord 3x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
SYMBOLS
Wire, wall lamp			
Round plastic cord 3x0,75mm2. (internal wire only)
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES

Type				Wall		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant
Size				Small		Small		Medium		Large		XL
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
LED

Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose / wall cup (cm)

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Ø8,8 x H=4

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING
CARE
Ø7,9AND
x H=7,8

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Ø10 x H=5

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			

Ø15,5		Ø15,5		Ø22		Ø28		Ø39
H=28		
H=15		
H=22		
H=28		
H=39
19
E14 max 25W
E14 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

0,8		
1,5		
35x25x25		

0,8		
1,5		
20x25x25		

1,2		
2,2		
26x32x32		

1,7		
3,2		
30x36x36		

3,5
5,7
42x46x46

Article number:
Wire		Glass colour		Wall		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant		Pendant
					Small		Small		Medium		Large		XL
Gold, twisted
Clear			LA101540W
LA101540		LA101611		LA101635		LA101757
		Chameleon		LA101558W
LA101558		LA101607		LA101648		LA101768
63
		Golden smoke		LA101543W
LA101543		LA101614		LA101637		LA101751
		Chestnut brown		LA101548W
LA101548		LA101619		LA101634		LA101756
		Toast			LA101554W
LA101554		LA101621		LA101644		LA101764
		Forest green		LA101544W
LA101544		LA101615		LA101631		LA101752
		Angry sea*		LA101555W
LA101555		LA101622		LA101645		LA101765
		Olive			LA101549W
LA101549		LA101620		LA101639		LA101759
		Ivy green			LA101560W
LA101560		LA101606		LA101651		LA101749
		Bright coral		LA101542W
LA101542		LA101613		LA101630		LA101750
		Obsidian			LA101552W
LA101552		LA101629		LA101642		LA101762
__		
__
		Ruby*			
LA101623		LA101646		LA101766
__
Gold, round
Clear / copper stripe*
__
		
Golden smoke / gold stripe*
		
Obsidian / copper stripe*
LA101322W
						
Silver, twisted
Clear 			LA101541W
		Chameleon		LA101559W
		Topaz blue		LA101545W
		Deep blue		LA101547W
		Pool blue *		LA101557W
		Smokey grey 		LA101546W
						
__
Silver, round
Clear / platinum stripe*
__
		
Smokey grey / platinum stripe*

__
__
LA101322		

__
LA101327		
LA101328		

LA101337		
__
__

__
__
__

LA101541		LA101612		LA101636		LA101758
LA101559		LA101608		LA101649		LA101769
LA101545		LA101616		LA101638		LA101753
LA101547		LA101618		LA101633		LA101755
LA101557		LA101624		LA101647		LA101767
LA101546		LA101617		LA101632		LA101754
__
__		

LA101332		
LA101329		

LA101338		
__		

__
__

* While stocks last
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Rowan pendant in Golden smoke (M)
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Horizon
As a design Horizon is wonderfully
versatile with its options as a pendant, wall lamp and surface lamp.

& did you know, the surface lamp
also comes in an IP44 option for
bathroom!

Horizon pendants in Smokey grey (XL)
28
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Horizon wall lamp in Toast

Horizon surface lamp in Toast (S)
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Horizon lamp
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2018

Model				Horizon lamp
Model				Horizon
Product				Horizon
Product				
Horizon pendant, wall and surface lamp
Materials				Mouth-blown
Materials				
Mouth-blown glass shade, metal fitting and ceiling rose
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Wire, pendant			
Woven textile cord 3x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
SYMBOLS
Wire, wall lamp			
Round plastic cord 3x0,75mm2. (internal wire only)
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES

Type				Wall		Surface		Pendant		Surface		Pendant						Surface		Pendant		Pendant
Size				Small		Small		Small
Size				
Small		Small		Small 		Medium		Medium						Large 		Large 		XL
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS

		
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		
Depth from wall (cm)		
Lamp fitting			

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Ø8,8 x H=4

Ø11 x H=5

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING
CARE
Ø7,9AND
x H=7,8

Ø11 x H=5

Ø7,9 x H=7,8					

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Ø13 x H=5

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Ø21		Ø21		Ø21		Ø29		Ø29						Ø36		Ø36		Ø45
H=25		H=21(Ø)		H=14		H=29(Ø)		H=18						H=36(Ø)		H=20		H=22
24		16,5				20,5								22,5
E14 max 25W
E14 max 25W
E14 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W					
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)			
0,8		0,8		0,8		1,4		1,4						2,0		2,0		2,8
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
1,8		1,8		1,5		2,5		2,5						3,6		3,6		6,0
Packaging dimensions (cm)		
2 parcels 		
2 parcels				2
parcels				2 parcels								2
parcels								2 parcels
				A:19x30x30
A:19x30x30
19x30x30		A:22x37x37
22x37x37						A:30x45x45
30x45x45		25x53x53
				B: 11x20x20
B: 11x20x20			B: 18x19x19							B: 18x19x19

Article number:
Wire		Glass colour
Wall		Surface		Pendant		Surface		Pendant						Surface		Pendant		Pendant
				Small		Small		Small		Medium		Medium 						Large		Large		XL
Gold, twisted
Clear		LA101770W
LA101770CW
LA101770		LA101784CW
LA101784						LA101798CW
LA101798		LA101812
63
		Chameleon
LA101827W
LA101827CW
LA101827		LA101830CW
LA101830						LA101833CW
LA101833		LA101836
		Golden smoke
LA101772W
LA101772CW
LA101772		LA101786CW
LA101786						LA101800CW
LA101800		LA101814
		Chestnut brown
LA101775W
LA101775CW
LA101775		LA101789CW
LA101789						LA101803CW
LA101803		LA101817
		Toast		LA101780W
LA101780CW
LA101780		LA101794CW
LA101794						LA101808CW
LA101808		LA101822
		Forest green
LA101773W
LA101773CW
LA101773		LA101787CW
LA101787						LA101801CW
LA101801		LA101815
__		
__		
__		
__		
__						LA101809CW
__
		Angry sea*
LA101809		
		Olive		LA101774W
LA101774CW
LA101774		LA101788CW
		Ivy green		LA101838W
LA101838CW
LA101838		LA101842CW
		Bright coral
LA101826W
LA101826CW
LA101826		LA101829CW
		Obsidian		LA101776W
LA101776CW
LA101776		LA101790CW
		Ruby*		LA101782W
LA101782CW
LA101782		LA101796CW
									
Silver, twisted
Clear 		LA101771W
LA101771CW
LA101771		LA101785CW
		Chameleon
LA101828W
LA101828CW
LA101828		LA101831CW
		Topaz blue
LA101778W
LA101778CW
LA101778		LA101792CW
		Deep blue
LA101779W
LA101779CW
LA101779		LA101793CW
		Pool blue*		LA101783W
LA101783CW
LA101783		LA101797CW
		Smokey grey
LA101777W
LA101777CW
LA101777		LA101791CW
									
__		
__		
IP44 kit for surface lamp		
IP4421HO
IP4429HO

LA101788						LA101802CW
LA101842						LA101846CW
LA101829						LA101832CW
LA101790						LA101804CW
LA101796						LA101810CW

LA101802		LA101816
LA101846		LA101850
LA101832		LA101835
LA101804		LA101818
LA101810		LA101824

LA101785						LA101799CW
LA101831						LA101834CW
LA101792						LA101806CW
LA101793						LA101807CW
LA101797						LA101811CW
LA101791						LA101805CW

LA101799		LA101813
LA101834		LA101837
LA101806		LA101820
LA101807		LA101821
LA101811		LA101825
LA101805		LA101819

__						IP4436HO

__

HORIZON

Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose / wall cup (cm)

__

* While stocks last

IP
44
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Our Horizon surface lamp can be placed on the wall or the ceiling, and is available with IP44 certification.
This means that you can position your Horizon Surface lamp in zone 2 and 3 of your bathroom.
Visit ebbandflow.com/pages/ip44 for more information.
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Futura lamp
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2016
Model			
Product			
Materials			
Wire, pendant		
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Futura
Futura pendant lamp
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Mouth-blown glass shade, metal pipe, bakelite fitting and metal ceiling rose
SYMBOLS
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
G9 max 4W, E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I

Product			
Materials			
Wire, table lamp base
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Futura lamp base
Metal base and pipe in shiny gold or TECHNICAL
silver finish,
mouth-blown glass shade, white bakelite fitting
DEFINITIONS
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I CLEANING AND CARE

CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Type			
Pendant		
Table lamp base
Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Floor lamp base
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Size			Small		Small		Medium		Medium		XL		XL
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose (cm)

Ø7,9 x H=7,8			

Ø7,9 x H=7,8			

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Ø-diameter (cm)		
Height, incl fitting (cm)
Lamp fitting		

Ø11		
H=24		
G9 max 4W

Ø11		
H=32		
E14 max 25W

Ø18		
H=37		
E27 max 25W

Ø18		
H=46		
E27 max 25W

Ø24		
H=51		
E27 max 25W

Ø24
H=65
E27 max 25W

0,7		
1,3		
43x21x21		

1,4		
2,6		
58x28x28		

1,6		
3,0		
56x28x28		

2,5		
4,0		
70x40x40		

4,0
5,5
90x40x40

Weight, net (kg)		
0,7		
Weight, incl packaging (kg) 1,3		
Packaging dimensions (cm) 43x21x21		
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Article number:
Wire			
Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Floor lamp base
			Small		Small		Medium		Medium		XL		XL
Gold, round

Glass colour
Clear / gold		LA101426		BA101426
Golden smoke		LA101425		BA101425
Chestnut brown		LA101422		BA101422
Rust			LA101443		BA101443
Forest green		LA101421		BA101421
Ivy green			LA101445		BA101445
Obsidian			LA101441		BA101441
Ruby 			LA101446		BA101446

LA101416		BA101020
LA101415		BA101019
LA101412		BA101018
LA101433		BA101024
LA101411		BA101017
LA101409		BA101048
LA101431		BA101022
LA101410		BA101049

__		

__

__		
__		
__		

__
__
__

LA101453		BA101453
LA101450		BA101450
__		
__
LA101449		BA101449
LA101447		BA101447
LA101454		BA101454
LA101448		BA101448

Wire
Silver, round
Glass colour
Clear / platinum		LA101427		BA101427
__
__		
Obsidian			
Topaz blue / platinum
LA101444		
BA101444
Deep blue 		LA101423		BA101423
Smokey grey		LA101424		BA101424

LA101417		BA101021
__		
BA101023
LA101434		
BA101027
LA101413		BA101025
LA101414		BA101026

LA101451		BA101451
LA101452		BA101452

Futura
Futura pendant in Obsidian (XL)
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Lute lamp

Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2016
Model			
Product			
Materials			
			
Wire			
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Lute						
Lute pendant lamp
Mouth-blown glass shade, metal pipe,
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
bakelite fitting and metal ceiling rose
SYMBOLS
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I

Product			
Materials			
Wire, table lamp base
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Lute lamp base
Metal base and pipe in shiny gold or TECHNICAL
silver finish,
mouth-blown glass shade, white bakelite fitting
DEFINITIONS
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I CLEANING AND CARE

CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Metallic glass colours

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Copper

Gold

Platinum

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Type			
Pendant		
Table lamp base
Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Floor lamp base
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Size			Small		Small		Medium		Medium		XL		XL
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose (cm)

Ø7,9 x H=7,8			

Ø7,9 x H=7,8			

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Ø-diameter (cm)		
Height, incl fitting (cm)
Lamp fitting		

Ø14		
H=27		
E14 max 25W

Ø14		
H=34		
E14 max 25W

Ø22		
H=49		
E27 max 25W

Ø22		
H=52		
E27 max 25W

Ø31		
H=70		
E27 max 25W

Ø31
H=75
E27 max 25W

0,9		
1,6		
39x23x23		

1,0		
2,1		
50x30x30		

1,4		
2,9		
60x30x30		

2,5		
3,3		
66x38x38		

3,5
5,5
90x40x40

Weight, net (kg)		
0,7		
Weight, incl packaging (kg) 1,4		
Packaging dimensions (cm) 39x23x23		
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Article number:
Wire			
Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Table lamp base Pendant		
Floor lamp base
			Small		Small		Medium		Medium		XL		XL
Gold, round
Glass colour
Clear / gold		LA101481		BA101481
LA101407		BA101007
Clear / copper		LA101482		BA101482
LA101408		BA101008
Chameleon / gold		LA101470		BA101470
LA101396		BA101043
__		
__		LA101463		BA101014
Alabaster / gold		
Golden smoke / gold
LA101479		
BA101479
LA101405		
BA101005
Chestnut brown / gold
LA101485		
BA101485
LA101462		
BA101011
__		
__		LA101467		BA101016
Rust / gold		
Forest green / gold		
LA101478		
BA101478
LA101404		
BA101004
Ivy green / gold		
LA101472		
BA101472
LA101398		
BA101044
Bright coral / copper
LA101475		
BA101475
LA101401		
BA101001
Obsidian / gold		LA101487		BA101487
LA101465		BA101013
Ruby / gold		LA101474		BA101474
LA101400		BA101045
__		
__		LA101461		BA101010
Topaz blue / gold		
Smokey grey / gold		LA101488		BA101488
LA101466		BA101015

__		
__		
__		
__		

__
__
__
__

__		
__		
__		

__
__
__

LA101382		
BA101382
LA101383		
BA101383
__		
__
__		
__
__		
__
__		
__
__		
__
__		
__
__		
__
LA101386		BA101386

Wire
Silver, round

Lute

Glass colour
Clear / platinum		
LA101480		
BA101480
Chameleon / platinum
LA101471		
BA101471
Ivy green / platinum		
LA101473		
BA101473
Obsidian / platinum		LA101486		BA101486
Topaz blue / platinum
LA101483		
BA101483
Deep blue / copper		LA101477		BA101477
Smokey grey / platinum
LA101476		
BA101476

LA101406B
A101006		
LA101397		
BA101046
LA101399		
BA101047
LA101464		BA101012
LA101460		
BA101009
LA101403		BA101003
LA101402		
BA101002

LA101385		BA101385
__		
__
LA101384		BA101384
LA101381		
BA101381

Lute pendant in Clear / copper (M)
36
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Pillar lamp

Pillar

Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2015
Model			
Product			
Materials			
Wire			
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Pillar
Pendant lamp
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Mouth-blown glass shade, metal fitting and metal ceiling rose
SYMBOLS
Woven textile cord 3x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I

Product			
Materials			
Wire, table lamp base
Class			
Bulb			
Bulb
			

Pillar lamp base
Metal base and pipe in shiny gold or TECHNICAL
silver finish,DEFINITIONS
mouth-blown glass shade, white bakelite fitting
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
CLEANING AND CARE
E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I

CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Type			Pendant		Table lamp base					
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Lamp dimensions:
Metal ceiling rose (cm)

Ø7,9 x H=7,8					

Ø-diameter (cm)		
Height, incl fitting (cm)
Lamp fitting		

Ø19		
H=32		
E27 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)		
1,5		
Weight, incl packaging (kg) 2,5		
Packaging dimensions (cm) 40x28x28		

Ø19		
H=43
E27 max 25W
1,8
3,3		
53x29x29
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Article number:
Wire			
Glass colour			Pendant		Table
colour			Pendant		Table lamp base
							Medium		Medium		
Gold, twisted		Clear				LA101291		BA101036
			Golden smoke			LA101313		BA101038
			Olive				LA101288		BA101039
				
				
Gold, round		
Gold stripes / golden smoke*		
LA101315		
BA101031
			Copper stripes / obsidian*		LA101316		BA101033
				
				
Silver, twisted		Clear				LA101290		BA101037
			Topaz blue			LA101312		BA101042
			Smokey grey			LA101292		BA101041
				
				
Silver, round		
Platinum stripes / clear*		
LA101320		
BA101034
			
Platinum stripes / smokey grey *
LA101317		
BA101035
* While stocks last

Pillar lamp base in Olive + Brocade Yellow / Pink fabric lampshade (D)
38
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Speak Up! lamp in Chestnut brown (M) + Obsidian (S)
Glow in a Dome lamp in Olive (M)

Glow in a Dome lamp
Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2015

Model				Glow in a Dome & Speak Up!
Model				Glow
Product				Table
Product				
Table lamp
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Materials				Metal
Materials				
Metal base in brass finish, and mouth-blown glass dome
SYMBOLS
Wire				Woven
Wire				
Woven textile cord 3x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
Class				1
Class				
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

				
Glow in a Dome
Glow in a Dome			
Speak Up!
Speak Up!
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
Type				Table
Type
				Table lamp
Table lamp			Table lamp
Table lamp
Size				Small		Medium				Small		Medium
CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING AND CARE

The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Lamp base dimensions:
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		

Ø18		Ø23				Ø18		Ø23
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
H=22		H=26,5				H=34		H=43

Dome dimensions
Ø-diameter (cm)			
Height, incl fitting (cm)		

Ø15,5		Ø20				Ø15,5		Ø20
H=21		H=25,5				H=33		H=42

Lamp fitting			

E14 max 25W

Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

E27 max 25W			

E14 max 25W

E27 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)			
2,0		2,4				2,2		2,4
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
2,8		3,7				3,2		3,7
Packaging dimensions (cm)		
Base: 18x20x20
Base: 18x30x30			
Base: 26x25x25
Base: 30x32x32
				Dome: 29x25x25
Dome: 30x32x32			Dome: 41x26x26
Dome: 50x30x30
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Article number:
				
Glow in a Dome
Glow in a Dome			
Speak Up!
Speak Up!
				Table lamp
Table lamp			Table lamp
Table lamp
				Small		Medium				Small		Medium
Wire
Gold, round
Metal / glass colour
Brass base			DI101689		DI101687				DI101691		DI101693
				Glass
				
Glass dome,

Glass dome			

Glass dome

Clear				LA101720		LA101687				DO101349
__		
__				DO101346
Alabaster				
__
Golden smoke			
		LA101692				DO101351
__		LA101694				DO101353
Chestnut brown			
__		
__				DO101348
Rust				
Olive				LA101723		LA101693				DO101352
Obsidian				LA101719		LA101690				DO101350
__		LA101691				DO101347
Deep blue			
Smokey grey			LA101725		LA101695				DO101354

Glass dome
DO101355
__
DO101357
DO101359
__
DO101358
DO101356
DO101362
__

Glow in a Dome
& Speak Up!
40
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Fabric
Lampshades

Spring 2022
A new collection of
fabric lampshades

Barre lamp base in Silver w. ball (S) +
Chennai Azure fabric lampshade (E)
42
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Smykke lamp base in Topaz blue w. gold (L) +
Chennai Cobalt fabric lampshade (G)
44

Poppy Pop Sage / Poppy fabric lampshade (G)
Rowan crystal bowl in swirl (L)
45

Smykke lamp base in crystal check w. Smokey grey ball (M) +
Jackfruit and the beanstalk Midnight (D)
46
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Fabric lampshades
Product				Fabric lampshades
Product				Fabric
Type				
Type
				
Suitable for table lamp bases, and as pendant lamps
Materials				Outer
Materials				
Outer fabric, various, white or transparent foil liner
Wire				Not
Wire				
Not included
Bulb				
Bulb
				
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
Class				N/A
Class				
N/A
											Size							C		D		E		F		G
											Bulb 							E27		
							E27		
E27		
E14		
E27		
E27
											Shade dimensions (cm)					Ø35
(cm)					Ø35 H=30		
Ø30 H=40		
Ø17,5 H=24
Ø40 H=53		
Ø42 H=39
											Weight, net (kg)						0.5		
(kg)						0.5		 0.5		 0.2		 0.7		 0.7
											Weight, incl packaging (kg) 				1.5		1.5		0.8		1.7		1.7
											Packaging dimensions (cm)					40x45x45		
(cm)					40x45x45		
50x40x40		
40x45x45		
63x50x50		
49x54x54
				

Article number:
Pattern			Fabric content / repeat		Colour					Hanging / table					C		D		E		F		G
Garden of Eden		
Scion			

100% Cotton			
Ferns Juniper										
V: 63,5cm H: 46,0cm								

SH101121-C

SH101121-D

SH101121-E

SH101121-F

SH101121-G

Garden of Eden		
Scion			
Garden of Eden		
Scion			

93% Cotton 7% Linen		
Poppy Pop, Parchment/Gecko			
V: 63,0cm H: 68,0cm								
93% Cotton 7% Linen		
Poppy Pop, Sage/Poppy			
V: 63,0cm H: 68,0cm								

SH101122H-C
SH101122T-C
SH101123H-C
SH101123T-C

SH101122H-D
SH101122T-D
SH101123H-D
SH101123T-D

SH101122H-E
SH101122T-E
SH101123H-E
SH101123T-E

SH101122H-F
SH101122T-F
SH101123H-F
SH101123T-F

SH101122H-G
SH101122T-G
SH101123H-G
SH101123T-G

Garden of Eden		
Scion			
Garden of Eden		
Scion			

100% Cotton			
Jackfruit and the beanstalk Popsicle								
V: 63,6cm H: 67,6cm								
100% Cotton			
Jackfruit and the beanstalk Midnight								
V: 63,6cm H: 67,6cm								

SH101124-C

SH101124-D

SH101124-E

SH101124-F

SH101124-G

SH101125-C

SH101125-D

SH101125-E

SH101125-F

SH101125-G

Prete-Moi Ta Plume!		
Christian Lacroix		
Prete-Moi Ta Plume!		
Christian Lacroix		

100% Cotton			
Jais					
V: 90,0cm H: 137,0cm							
100% Cotton			
Bourgeon					
V: 90,0cm H: 137,0cm							

SH101126H-C
SH101126T-C
SH101127H-C
SH101127T-C

SH101126H-D
SH101126T-D
SH101127H-D
SH101127T-D

SH101126H-E
SH101126T-E
SH101127H-E
SH101127T-E

SH101126H-F
SH101126T-F
SH101127H-F
SH101127T-F

SH101126H-G
SH101126T-G
SH101127H-G
SH101127T-G

Chennai			
Designers Guild		
Banarasi			
Designers Guild		
Chennai			
Designers Guild		
Chennai			
Designers Guild		

93% Silk 7% Cotton			
Azure											
V: 34,0cm H: 34,0cm								
93% Silk 7% Cotton			
Ochre											
V: 34,0cm H: 34,0cm								
93% Silk 7% Cotton			
Cobalt											
V: 34,0cm H: 34,0cm								
93% Silk 7% Cotton			
Fuschia											
V: 34,0cm H: 34,0cm

SH101128-C

SH101128-D

SH101128-E

SH101128-F

SH101128-G

SH101129-C

SH101129-D

SH101129-E

SH101129-F

SH101129-G

SH101130-C

SH101130-D

SH101130-E

SH101130-F

SH101130-G

SH101131-C

SH101131-D

SH101131-E

SH101131-F

SH101131-G

Hanging 						
Table						
Hanging 						
Table						

Botanical							
Multi					
												

Hanging						
Table						

SH101013H-C
SH101013T-C

SH101045H-D
SH101045T-D

SH101013H-E
SH101013T-E

SH101013H-F
SH101013T-F

SH101013H-G
SH101013T-G

Brocade			
100% Polyester			
Blue / red					
			
V: 64,5cm H: 34,5cm								
							
Yellow / pink				
												

Hanging						
Table						
Hanging						
Table						

SH101031H-C
SH101031T-C
SH101032H-C
SH101032T-C

SH101063H-D
SH101063T-D
SH101064H-D
SH101064T-D

SH101031H-E
SH101031T-E
SH101032H-E
SH101032T-E

SH101031H-F
SH101031T-F
SH101032H-F
SH101032T-F

SH101031H-G
SH101031T-G
SH101032H-G
SH101032T-G

SH101071-C
SH101074-C
SH101075-C
SH101076-C
SH101077-C
SH101078-C
SH101079-C
SH101080-C
SH101081-C

SH101071-D
SH101074-D
SH101075-D
SH101076-D
SH101077-D
SH101078-D
SH101079-D
SH101080-D
SH101081-D

SH101071-E
SH101074-E
SH101075-E
SH101076-E
SH101077-E
SH101078-E
SH101079-E
SH101080-E
SH101081-E

SH101071-F
SH101074-F
SH101075-F
SH101076-F
SH101077-F
SH101078-F
SH101079-F
SH101080-F
SH101081-F

SH101071-G
SH101074-G
SH101075-G
SH101076-G
SH101077-G
SH101078-G
SH101079-G
SH101080-G
SH101081-G			

Rosyta - velvet		
100% polyester			
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Hanging 						
Table						
Hanging 						
Table						

Buff											
Duck egg											
Pale jade											
Darkest green										
Bordeaux											
Ruby											
Rust											
Peach											
Yellow											
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Barre

Design - Susanne Nielsen / 2021
Model					Barre
Model					Barre
Product					Lamp
Product					
Lamp base
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Materials					Metal
Materials					
Metal base and pipe in shiny gold or silver finish. White bakelite fitting
SYMBOLS
Wire					Woven
Wire					
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm. On/Off floor switch
Class					1
Class					
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb					
Bulb
					
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Type					Table		Table		Table/Floor
Type					Table		Table		Table/Floor
Floor
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
Size					Small		Medium		Large		XL
CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

Lamp base dimensions:
Without ball (cm)				
With ball (cm)				

Ø12 x H=32
Ø12 x H=36

Ø19 x H=52
Ø19 x H=56

Recommended fabric lampshade size		

E		

C / D		

Lamp fitting				
Weight, net (kg)				
Weight, incl packaging (kg)			
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

E14 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W
E27 max 25W
1,1		 2,0		 2,0		 2,5
1,5		 2,4		 3,5		 4,0
39x25x25		70x30x30		85x40x40		160x40x40

CLEANING AND CARE
The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

Ø26,5 x H=75
Ø26,5 x H=79

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Ø26,5 x H=125,5
Ø26,5 x H=129,5

Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

C/D/F/G

C/D/F/G

Article number:
					Table		Table		Table/Floor
Floor
					Small		Medium		Large		XL
Wire					
Wire
					
Round gold
Without ball		BA101205
BA101201
BA101209
BA101213
		With ball			BA101207
BA101203
BA101211
BA101215
Round silver
Without ball		BA101206
BA101202
BA101210
BA101214
		With ball			BA101208
BA101204
BA101212
BA101216

Accessories
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Product					Pendant wire units
Product					Pendant
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
Materials					white
Materials					
white bakelite fitting, metal ceiling rose
SYMBOLS
Wire					Woven
Wire					
Woven textile cord 2x0,75mm2. Cord length 200cm
Class					1
Class					
1 IP20 Voltage 220V-240V - 50Hz
Bulb					
Bulb
					
E14 / E27 max 25W LED - CFL - I
CE

Class 1

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES
LED

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

Type					Pendant		Pendant		
Type					Pendant		Pendant		
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
Size					Small 		Medium
CRI
Kelvin
Lumen

Barre &
accessories
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Barre in Silver w. ball (XL) + Chennai Cobalt fabric lampshade (G)

Metal ceiling rose				

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Ø7,9 x H=7,8

Recommended fabric lampshade size		

E		

C /D / F / G

Lamp fitting				

E14 max 25W

Weight, net (kg)				
Weight, incl packaging (kg)			
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

0,3		 0,4
0,5		 0,6
11x20x20		11x20x20

E27 max 25W

Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
Kelvin is the standard unit of the thermodynamic temperature. It measures the warmth of light.
Lumen is a measure of the amount of light emitted by a lightsource.

CLEANING AND CARE
The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
These are not considered defects, they are unique characteristics of the glass.
The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

Article number:
					Pendant		Pendant
					Small		Medium
Wire				
Twisted gold
Without ball		
WIE14BAKTWGO WIE27BAKTWGO
		With ball			WIE14BALLTWGO WIE27BALLTWGO
Twisted silver
Without ball		
WIE14BAKTWSI
WIE27BAKTWSI
		With ball			WIE14BALLTWSI
WIE27BALLTWSI
Round gold
Without ball		
WIE14BAKRGO
WIE27BAKRGO
		With ball			WIE14BALLRGO
WIE27BALLRGO
Round silver
Without ball		
WIE14BAKRSI
WIE27BAKRSI
		With ball			WIE14BALLRSI
WIE27BALLRSI
63
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Ceiling boxes

Products
&SPECIFICATIONS
specifications
PRODUCTS
and
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
and
PRODUCTS
and SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS

Product				Metal ceiling box, brass or silver, round or square
Product				Metal
Type				
Type
				
Box for fitting multiple pendant lamps
Materials				Metal
Materials				
Metal box and perforated metal plate
Wire				Wire
Wire				
Wire units for assembly, not included

Symbols
SYMBOLS
SYMBOLS
SYMBOLS

PRODUCTS and SPECIFICATIONS
SYMBOLS
SYMBOLS

Dimensions			
Dimensions
			

Ø20cm square

Ø35cm square

Ø65cm square

Ø20cm round

Ø35cm round

No. of holes			
Height (cm)			

21		
H=5		

57		
H=5		

81		
H=5		

13		
H=5		

41
H=5

Weight, net (kg)			
Weight, incl packaging (kg)		
Packaging dimensions (cm)		

1,9		5,0		16,0		1,9		5,0
2,5		6,0		17,5		2,5		6,0
25x30x30 2
5x45x45		
33x70x70		
25x30x30		
25x45x45

CE

IP CE
ClassClass
1 1
20 IP20 Class 1

Class
1 IP 20
IP 20
Class
1
IP 20

LED

LED
CFLCFL CFL
CFL

CFL

I

I LED

I bulp
I saving
I
Energy
Incandescent
Incandescent
Incandescent
Incandescent
Incandescent

Energy
saving
bulp
Energy
saving
bulp bulb
Energy
saving bulp
Energy
saving

Class 1
WEEE

IP 20

LIGHT SOURCES

LIGHT SOURCES
Light LIGHT
sources
LIGHT
SOURCES
LIGHT
SOURCES
SOURCES
LED LED
LED

IPCE
20
CE

CFL

I

Energy saving bulp

Incandescent

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS
TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS

Article number:					
number:					
Metal colour			
colour			
Brass

				BO101101

IPCE CE
44 IP44

TECHNICAL
DEFINITIONS
Technical
definitions
TECHNICAL
DEFINITIONS
CRI
Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour
TECHNICAL
DEFINITIONS
CRI
Defined as the Colour Rendering Index, CRI defines the ability of a light source to reveal the colour of an object, ie a lamp.
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AND CARE
CLEANING
AND CARE CLEANING
CLEANING
AND CARE
The lamp shade is hand-crafted using mouth-blown glass. Air bubbles and other imperfections may occur.
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The glass should be handled and cleaned using only a mild non-abrasive soap, and must be dried using a clean and soft cloth.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.

Any colour sample of glass, crystal, textile, and other materials used in EBB & FLOW ApS portfolio can only be considered a guide.
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BO101102

BO101104

BO101106

BO101108

BO101110

Bulbs
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fittedonly
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fitted by
a qualified electrician.The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in ord
TECHNICAL
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someCeiling
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and
wall
cups fitting
must
be
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inNOT
order
to fit andinconnect
or
similar
attachment,
The white box
connection
box located
inside
theonceiling
rose
onhook
some
models
and wall
cups must
beincluded.
opened
order tothe
fit lamp.
and connect the lamp.
Cleaning
& Care

Lamps
only
beCeiling
fitted
afitting
qualified
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Ceiling
or
attachment,
included.NOT included.
Lamps
mustmust
only
be hook
fitted
bysimilar
a by
qualified
electrician.
hook
or similar
fitting NOT
attachment,
Thewhite
glass
shouldbox
be located
handled
andinside
cleaned
only
mild
non-abrasive
soap,
and
must
dried
using
clean
and
softconnect
cloth.
The
connection
box located
the using
ceiling
rose
on
some
models
and
wall
cups
must
be
opened
in aorder
fit and
the lamp.
The white
connection
inside
the ceiling
rose
on asome
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cups
must
bebe
opened
in
order
to fitto
and
connect
the lamp.
Ceiling
or similar
attachment,
included.
Ceiling
hookhook
or similar
fittingfitting
attachment,
NOTNOT
included.

Technical information

LED G4								

LED G9

839011
Diolux E2 G4 1,5W 12V
Non-dimmable
Ø10mm L=30mm

473856
Clear A+ 240V 2,2W CRI80
2700 Kelvin 200Lumen
Dimmable
Ø15mm L=50mm

LED E14							

LED E27

425102
Clear A++ 240V 2W E14
2700 Kelvin 200Lumen
Non-dimmable
Ø45mm L=78mm

425450
Clear A+ 240V 4W E27
2300 Kelvin 350Lumen
Dimmable
Ø80mm L=140mm

474481
Golden A+ 240V 3,5W E14
2100 Kelvin 200Lumen
Dimmable
Ø45mm L=78mm

Lamps must only be fitted by a qualified electrician.
The white connection box located inside the ceiling rose on some models and wall cups must be opened in order to fit and connect the lamp.
Ceiling hook or similar fitting attachment, NOT included.

473874
Clear A+ 240V 2,9W CRI80
2700 Kelvin 250Lumen
Dimmable
Ø16mm L=51mm

425452
Golden A+ 240V 4W E27
2100 Kelvin 320Lumen
Dimmable
Ø80mm L=140mm

LED E27

425454
Clear A++ 240V 4W E27
2300 Kelvin 350Lumen
Dimmable
Ø95mm L=140mm
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425464
Golden A++ 240V 4W E27
2100 Kelvin 320Lumen
Dimmable
Ø95mm L=140mm

425474
Clear A++ 240V 4W E27
2300 Kelvin 350Lumen
Dimmable
Ø125mm L=172mm

425484
Golden A++ 240V 4W E27
2100 Kelvin 320Lumen
Dimmable
Ø125mm L=172mm

425492
Golden A++ 240V 4W E27
2100 Kelvin 320Lumen
Dimmable
Ø95mm L=140mm
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Crystal patterns

Swirl

Mini check

Fabric lampshade patterns

Small check

Medium check

Large check

Ferns Juniper

Poppy Pop
Parchement/Gecko

Poppy Pop
Sage/Poppy

Jackfruit and the beanstalk
Popsicle

Glass colours
Jackfruit and the beanstalk Prete-Moi Ta Plume!
Midnight
Jais

Clear

Toast
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Chameleon

Forest green

Golden smoke

Angry sea

Prete-Moi Ta Plume!
Bourgeon

Chestnut brown

Chennai
Azure

Banarasi
Ochre

Chennai
Cobalt

Chennai
Fuschia

Botanical

Brocade
Red/blue

Brocade
Yellow/Pink

Rosyta
Buff

Rosyta
Duck egg

Rosyta
Pale jade

Rosyta
Darkest green

Rosyta
Bordeaux

Rosyta
Ruby

Rosyta
Rust

Rosyta
Peach

Rosyta
Yellow

Olive

Ivy green

Bright coral

Obsidian

Ruby

Topaz blue

Deep blue

Pool blue

Smokey grey
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Mix & match:
Fabric lampshades & lamp bases
Meassurements in cm
Ø17,5 H=24

Shades

Ø14 H=37

Ø35 H=30

Ø30 H=40

C

Ø18 H=46

Ø35 H=30

Ø30 H=40

Ø40 H=53

Ø42 H=39

D

F

Ø26,5 H=75

Ø26,5 H=79

Ø26,5 H=129,5

Ø40 H=53

Ø42 H=39

Shades

Barre

Barre

Futura

Lute

G

Ø26,5 H=125,5

G

F

Ø31 H=75

Ø19 H=43

Ø24 H=65

Smykke

Barre

Bases (L + XL)

Barre

C

Ø12,5 H=47

Pillar

Ø22 H=52

Lute

Barre

Futura

Smykke

D

Ø19 H=52

Shades
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Ø11 H=32

Ø19 H=56

Bases (M)

Bases (L + XL)

Ø14 H=34

Barre

Shades

Futura

Barre

Ø14 H=40

Bases (S)

Lute

Barre

E

Ø18 H=65
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ebbandflow.com
info@ebbandflow.dk

